
From now on we are looking for a General Manager - 
DACH region (m/f) 

MEISSEN KERAMIK GmbH

Fabrikstr. 9/10 
01662 Meißen

Telefon  +49 (0) 3521 722-0 
Fax  +49 (0) 3521 722-2990

info@meissen-keramik.de 
www.meissen-keramik.de

Meissen Keramik GmbH is a leading producer of ceramic products (tiles). For more than 150 years, Meissen 
Keramik GmbH has been designing lasting values for your individual living environments. Approximately 
170 employees at our sites in Germany and 6,000 employees world-wide - within our Cersanit S.A. group - 
make sure that highest quality standards are met at an annual production capacity of 70 million m² of tiles. 

To strengthen our successful team in Germany (based in Oberhausen or Meissen), we are looking for a:

  GENERAL MANAGER - DACH REGION (M/F) 

Your responsibilities:

 Responsible for the business plan for the DACH region
 Development of a long term strategy for the DACH market based on our corporate strategy
 Managing operational, manufacturing, sales, finance, HR and administrative aspects to ensure profitable 

and efficient performance
 Develop and set key performance indicators (KPIs); drive teams to achieve both immediate goals and 

long term strategic objectives 
 Be responsible for the strategic forecast and annual budgeting process and cost disciplines
 Active support of sales and demand-driven development of our products for the DACH market
 Negotiating contracts, agreements and representing the company in business
 Cooperation with works council, labor union and local administrative authorities 

Your qualifications:

 More than 10 years of professional experience in sales/business development area gained  
preferably in DIY/ wholesale distribution area in organizations with complex structures  

 Experience on business development on DACH market in the similar industry  
(building materials) is a must    

 Successful track record in developing sales, gaining market shares, building trusted relationships with 
business partners, etc.

 Deep and practical knowledge of sales and marketing as well as product development
 Strong team management experience. Charisma, leadership and managerial skills. Creativity and strong 

ability to inspire others. Ability to motivate people, setting an example in the application of high  
professional standards and to maneuver and develop business procedures

 Cooperative leadership and managerial skills and experience of leading successful teams
 Preferably some operations management background or understanding
 Clear achiever and leader. Full of initiative, drive and personal commitment
 High motivation, orientation to achieve goals, commitment and dynamism in action
 Fluent English and German is a must; Polish would be an asset
 Resistance to pressure, ability and interest to continuously learn, High professional standards 

Have we piqued your interest?
All applications will be treated confidently and blocking notices will be respected. To apply,  
please send your application in English (CV, copies of references, salary expectations and  
possible starting date) by email to personalwesen@meissen-keramik.de.  

Wir freuen uns darauf, Sie kennenzulernen!

MEISSEN KERAMIK GmbH
Your exclusive manufacturer „around the bathroom“


